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Follow Price Action TrendsForex Price Action Trading System that will help you make 1000 pips per

month Timeframes used : 1hour-4hours / 4hours-daily / daily-weeklyComponentÂ Forex Price

Action TrendsSummaryThis is a very lucrative forex price action system that identifies changes in

price action trends on the one hour chart. It has the capability to deliver thousands of pips in the

long run because it generates trade setups at the beginning of the trend and stays with it almost to

its finish line thanks to a very clear set of rules regarding entry and stop loss levels. You can read

the sample and if you require further details feel free to contact me at damirlaurentiu@yahoo.com
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This book convinced me to remove all the indicators from my charts and has given me a very solid

and clean method to analyze what price is doing just by looking at a simple chart. Now, I can see

with just a quick look if there is a trend, how strong it is, how to label the trend's waves, if the trend is

about to change, or if the pair is ranging.It also gives very detailed explanations about how and

when to enter a trade, where to set the stop loss and when to exit.At the moment, I am trading on a

demo account, but I think I will start to trade live with this strategy pretty soon. Made 3 trades with

this since I read it, they were all winners with a total gain of almost 600 pips so I guess I can say this



book almost does what it advertises.Highly recommended!

The author has a very good way of simplifying trend analysis, making it effective yet uncomplicated.

He also mentions why price behaves the way it does, which helps you to better understand the

concepts if you're newer to trading. His ideas fit the forex market very well because he focuses on

the higher timeframes, which tends to remove the typical manipulation you see in stocks and the

smaller timeframe forex charts. He focuses on price action and (very few) basic indicators to help

confirm trend. What you're left with is analysis of overall trader sentiment, and key signals to get in,

make your money, and get out. No oscillators or other lagging indicators. For the price, I

recommend this book (and his other books, too).

This is my favourite out of Laurentiu books I have bought 4 in total, with all the examples and

detailed break downs to give you all the information on how to trade price action. I have read many

books on trading and traders always want the wholly grail, indicator after indicator for it to fail yet

again. If you can read price action you can trade any market in the world. When I first got ride of my

indicators I was afraid to trade scared as I have no safety net. Then after a couple of weeks it

started to make sense now when some shows me an indicator I laugh, as I can tell what its trying to

tell me just by looking at price. Laurentui has given me another dimension to that that's easy to

understand and learn. Thank you

I have bought all the books from this author and I am definitely looking forward to using his

strategies. I love the fact that a pro trader gives you actual plans and strategies he used in the past.

I am already looking forward to his next book!

Trading seriously doesn't have to be hard! and in this book, i enjoyed reading every page, its

sometimes hard to read a trading book, i wont lie haha...but he had me at every page, i then after

reading, opened Forex tester, and am beginning to study how he views the market, first trades

pulled in a fat cat! 150 pips about~ not too bad for a first trade huh? for the price, there is nothing

better, seriously passionate guy, and i truly believe he wants all of his readers to succeed! Thank

you!

Great Read! I love how there is no fluff in the books, just right to the point. Great read for the novice

trader looking to learn price action. Lots of practice needs to be done but if you take the info and



really apply it, you will make some pips.

I have now purchased 4 of Laurentiu's ebooks and found I have learnt valuable insights each time.

The format of going through his process and creating an understand makes these books very

readable, and the summary steps at the end provide great reminders and allow for an easy

implementations of the systems and information he has presented.Additionally, in corresponding

with him he was quick to respond and answer points of clarification I had.Highly

recommended.regardsJamie

As a novice to forex trading I have opted to read all of Laurentiu's books in preparation of trading.

Each book delivers a clear and concise strategy, and forex graphs now have meaning for me.

Laurentiu also gives sound money management advise. Start with the 50 pips a day book and move

forward from there in no particular order. Each book feels like a new secret is being revealed, and

collectively you have strategies to trade with the trend, trend reversals and range trade on short and

longer time frames. I am not yet trading live, but research into past price action reveals that these

strategies look to work well.
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